
System Sounds/Sound Tools

CD to AIFF v1.2c                            
                                                                              

Record audio from CDs and save them as AIFF sound files. Set sample rates, sample 
sizes and channels (stereo, mono, left or right). Perfect for capturing your favorite CD 
audio tracks and turning them into Macintosh sounds. 
Latest & Greatest-> Volume 222/February '96    

Four Christmas Tunes                    
                                                                              

Let's go caroling 
Listen to these festive MIDI tunes - "Jingle Bells," "Rudolph the Red Nose Reindeer," 
"Away in the Manger" and "Silent Night." Play them with SoundApp, included in this 
Volume. 
(MIDI files by Byron Songer) 
Holiday '96                                                                    

SndCataloguer 1.4                        
                                                                              

An invaluable multimedia tool. This program produces a text file listing your sounds, 
including their size, location and other information. It recognizes AIFF, AIFF-C, 
SoundEdit files, System 7 sounds and suitcases, Sound Mover suitcases, HyperCard 
stacks, and any file containing SND resources.      
Desktop Publishing-> Volume 228/August '96      
Latest & Greatest-> Volume 228/August '96        

SndConverter Pro 2.3                  
                                                                              

Convert sounds from one format to another. Sample certain sounds, convert sounds 
with 16-bit samples to 8-bit, change sampling rates, compress and decompress sounds,
and filter the sound names. Supports AIFF, AIFF-C, SoundEdit files, System 7 sounds 
and suitcases, Sound Mover suitcases, HyperCard stacks, applications and any file 
containing SND resources.    
Desktop Publishing-> Volume 228/August '96      
Latest & Greatest-> Volume 228/August '96        



SoundApp 2.1                                    
                                                                              

Do you hear what I hear? 
Convert and play several different sound formats with this cool program. Files can be 
played or converted individually or in groups. It supports a randomized 
shuffle playback mode and repeated playback. Use SoundApp to play the holiday music
samples included in this Volume.    
* Supports drag 'n drop 
* Create and save play lists 
* Supports and converts numerous formats 
* Floating button bar    
* Establish hot keys 
(Application by Norman Franke; Requires SoundManager 3.1) 
Holiday '96                                                                    

SoundMaster v1.8.2                        
                                                                              

Do you hear what I hear? Assign sound effects to practically any computer function. For 
example, play sounds when you insert a disk, shut down or open a window. There are 
30 different functions. 
Latest & Greatest-> Volume 222/February '96    


